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What makes LabelDirect different? 1. Quick and Easy to use - LabelDirect is the easiest to use labels package on the market. It
was designed from scratch as a labels package in response to Image's 25+ years of experience in the labelling industry.

LabelDirect is designed to deliver best results for the widest possible range of label applications - heavy and light printing,
image alignment, flexible orientation and so on. It is universal and will work effectively on LabelPrinters, News, Gel, Fusing

and Sato printers. 2. Vectorised - LabelDirect runs on a dedicated platform that intelligently vectorises your image files and has
extensive functionality for colour and b/w separation; you'll be impressed at how crisp and clean your labels look. 3.

Commercial grade print fonts - Use commercial grade print fonts created by Authorware or other highly regarded font
technology companies. LabelDirect provides a selection of commercial grade fonts to use on your labels. 4. Print directly to

SATO specific interfaces - Some printers support GDS interface including SATO 3D, SATO DDF and proprietary. They allow
printing directly to SATO printers. 5. Our labels come fitted with the correct SATO fonts - Print a label with LabelDirect and

you can set it up to correctly display the text that you enter at the text position. 6. Save time and money - You can use the
MySATO page to keep track of the label numbers and characteristics that your printer supports. 7. Tag your printouts - A

spreadsheet of your client information will allow you to track the origin of your label printouts and give you peace of mind. 8.
Print directly from a word processor - LabelDirect supports output to files directly from Microsoft Word and WordPerfect.
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LabelDirect for SATO is the ideal program for those who need to speed up label production. By using natively compiled C/C++
code and highly optimized data structures, LabelDirect for SATO offers optimum performance and is an absolute necessity for
SATO users.

What's New in the LabelDirect For SATO?

LabelDirect is designed to help you design better label templates and have absolute control of your printers' features. It is
designed to help you design better label templates and have absolute control of your printers' features. Specifications: Product
Name: LabelDirect for SATO Version: 4.2.0.173 File Name: SatodirectS3032.exe Copyright: Copyright (C) 2020 by Image
Productions Number of functions: 95 Number of folders: 126 List of functions: General functions: Accurate representation of
printer fonts on the screen, for the point of time target printer screen may be different from the computer screen. Display fonts
relative to page on screen - one font at a time or manually for all fonts. Insert the printer used by LabelDirect. Existing
documents can be merged with two passes one for select and one for print. Removing unnecessary fonts. Existing documents
can be saved to file. Print settings - one file or printer (or hostname) to many printers. Label printers - create and edit labels.
Software options: Decrease the output quality. Output directories - create new directories and the operating system
automatically renames them. Printer administration - dynamic. Output format - autodetect or user defined format. Maximum
the output format of the printer. Labels can be edited on the fly. Display previews of fonts. Specify default fonts for SATOs.
Use media capacity, print only a part of the file. Print documents in the order in which they appear on the screen. Set the
number of pages in case of multipage documents. Existing documents can be converted to PDF, see also the menu Print PDF
Export settings as image Select set of fonts for future use. Adjust the window position. Input and output directories can be
changed. Print settings can be changed. Print documents in the order they appear on the screen. Allow the print of two copies of
documents
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System Requirements For LabelDirect For SATO:

-CPU: Radeon Processor GeForce (GTX 950+) (GTX 460+ 1GB or higher) (GTX 460+) -Display: HDMI port -Network:
Internet connection via Steam™ -Hard Drive: 16GB -Input: XBox 360 Controller or Gamepad -Sound: ON -Language: English
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